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ABSTRACT

This paptr describes lhe slratigraphy of lhe Samwal and Kakra FormalioHs (ca. 3.4 10 1.1 /lola)
of the /Io'langla-Samwal Anticline of N.E. Pakistan. The lower, sand dominaled Samwal FOrmalion

.....as deposiled by a system of large braided lrunk rivers wilh a slruclurally constrained course, imer·
fingering 10 lhe eaSl wilh braidtd Slreams on alluvial fans. The upper. mud dominated Samwal For·
m:lliOll by a s~'slem of small·scale Slreams in an imerfan environment. This depositional change is
thoughl to be: responsible for lhe scarchy of Htxuprowdon in lhe upper paft of lhe Samwal Forma

tion. The biosrraligraphy of Ihe Samwal Formation based on venebrate fossils can bt correlated
wilh a known paleomagnelic seClion. On lhis basis lhe youngesl fossil localily in lhe Mangla
Samwal Anlicline is 1.8 Ma old. Two new Range-Zont'S are proposed:
l. The £Iephus planifrons Ral1fle·Zone (3.4-2.7 Ma B.P_)
2. The £/ephus h)'sudricus Range-Zone (2.7-? ]I.'la B_P.).

INTRODUCTION

Most paleontological Siwalik studies in Pakistan deal with Lower and Middle
Siwalik rocks (Chinji, agri and Dhok Pathan Formations). For the Upper
Siwalik Subgroup (Hussain, 1971) research focussed primarily on establishing
a chronostratigraphical framework by means of magnetic polarity straligraphy,
and on sedimentology and basin analysis (Johnson et al., 1979: Raynolds, 1980;
Burbank and Raynolds, 1984; Johnson et aI., 1986; Nio and Hussain, 1984).
In the past, terms such as Upper Siwaliks, Tatrot and Pinjor have been given
Iitho-, bio-, and chronostratigraphical connotations. To avoid this, it is essen·
tial to establish a biostratigraphy which is correlated to Ihe magnetostrati.
graphy. Opdyke et al. (1979) proposed a biozonation for Ihe Upper Siwalik
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Subgroup, based on Slegodon, Eleplws, cervids and equids. Barry et a!. (1982)
collected fossils at twO paleomagnetically dated lithostratigraphical reference
sections and established a biozonation for the Lower, Middle and lower part
of the Upper Siwalik rock sequence of the Potwar Plateau. In this paper we use
terms like "Upper Siwalik" only as a lithostratigraphic unit.

We did fieldwork in January-March 1989 and 1990 in the Mangla~Samwal

Anticline in order to make a biozonation for the rocks of the Upper Siwalik
Subgroup in the area. They belong to the local Samwal, Kakra and Mirpur For~

mat ions (Arif, 1985) and range in age from 3.4 to 1.1 Ma B.P. The latter forma
tion will not be discussed in this paper.

Our biozonation is an expansion of the zonation of Barry et al. (1982) and
contributes to the biostratigraphy of the complete Siwalik sequence. It will be
the basis for further paleontological research in this area and in Indonesia and
is of special illterest for current studies of our team on the evolution and migra
tion of elephant and hippopotamus, which, coming from Africa, passed the
Indo-Pakistan Subcontinent on their way to Southeast Asia. The material is
stored in the Howard Geological Survey of Pakistan collection at the Geologi
cal Survey in Islamabad under nrs. HGSP 16259-18386.

GEOLOGICAL SETTING

The Mangla-Samwal Anticline is located in the Jhelum Re~entrant molasse
basin (Fig. I). The JhelulTI Re-entrant is the northwestern extension of the Indo
Gangetic foredeep and is enclosed by the Margala Range in the west and the
Pir Panjal Range in the cast (Visser & Johnson, 1978).

Repeated phases of uplift of the Pir Panjal Range and the Margala Range
in combination with a detachment and thrust development in the underground
caused a southward migration of the deformation front and has influenced the
sedimentation within the re~entrant molasse basin during the Plio-Pleistocene
(Burbank & Raynolds, 1984; Johnson et al., 1986; Burbank et al., 1986). In the
Mangla~Samwal Anticline tectonic influence on the deposition is first recorded
between 2.9 and 2.4 Ma B.P., when a shift occurs from sand dominated sedi
ments (lower Samwal Formation) to mud dominated sediments (upper Samwal
Formation).

A major phase of uplift of the Pir Panjal Range caused a time~transgressive

southward spreading of conglomerates. The conglomerates first reached the
proximal areas in the Siwalik foothills near Rata Dial at 2.4 Ma B.P. (Raynolds
and Johnson, 1985). According to Burbank et al. (1986) conglomerates first
reached the Mangla-Samwal Anticline at around 2.1 Ma B.P., but our own data
(fig. 3) combined with the paleomagnetic section of Opdyke ct al. (1979) sug
gests that the accumulation of conglomerates did not start before 1.6 Ma B.P.
In the Rohtas Anticline to fhe south-east ohhe Mangla~SamwalAnticline (fig. I)
conglomerates are first occurring at around 0.7 Ma B.P., approximately at the
same time as in the Pabbi Hills to the south (Raynolds and Johnson, 1985).

Folding of the Mangla-Samwal Anticline resulted in the development of a
progressive unconformity south-east of Samwal Village (our observation) and
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Figure I. l\lap showing Ihe gwlogical 5e\ling of Ihe sludy area. NumbC'n refer to $lruclurcs men
tioned in the lUI: I '"' Pabbi Hills Amicline: 2 '" ,\'lang.b.-Sam",'al Anlidine; J. Rohlas Amicline;
4. Rata Dial Anlicline. Modified after Johnson ('I al. (1986) and Burbank et al. (1986).

subsequent erosion. The folding resulted in a strongly asymmclrical anticline
with a steeply sloping (60-90 degrees) southern limb and a gently dipping
(10-30 degrees) northern limb (Fig. 2). Both limbs are without faults.

STRATIGRAPHY

The scdimcl1\S of the Mangla·Samwal Anticline belong 10 lhe Upper Siwalik
Subgroup as defined by Hussain (1971). Fatmi (1973) referred to these sedi
ments as the Soan Formation, bUI because the typc section of the Soan Forma
tion differs in lithology from thc sediments exposed in the Mangla-Samwal
Anticline, Arif (1985) defined three formations for this area: from bO!lom to
tOp the Samwal, the Kakra and the Mirpur Formation.

Five sections have been measured, described and correlated to establish
a lithostratigraphical framcwork: the Samwal, Jhel Kas, Dhok Dara, the
Jhelawala Kas and the Rakh sections (Fig. 2 and 3). The Samwal lind Dhok
Dara Sections arc located on the southern flank of the Mangla-Samwal Anti
cline and the Jhel Kas. lhclawala Kas and Rakh Sections are located on the nor
thern flank. The lhcl Kas Section was also measured by Opdyke el al. (1979).
Our five sections were correlated using two widespread bentonite layers which
are dated with fission tracks of zirkon (Johnson ct aI., (1982). In addition,
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several sandslone beds were traced in the field from one seelion to the other,
some of which appeared to wedge out laterally, whereas others could be traced
over a distance of up to 8 km. Two widespread multistory sandstone beds and
other eorrelatable layers are indicated in figures 2 and 3.

Our Jhel Kas Section was measured along the same section line on which
Opdyke el al. (1979) based their magnetic polarity stratigraphy for the Mangla
Samwal Antieline. Therefore, we were able to correlate our Jhel Kas Section
with theirs and with their magnetic polarity stratigraphy, which allows us to
date the fossil localities.

The sediments of the Samwal Formation consist of an alternation of brown
coloured sandstone beds and red or brown coloured fine grained intervals (clay,
silt, silty clay and sandy silt; fig. 3). The formation can be divided into a lower
sand dominated and an upper mud dominated part. The upper bentonite layer
defines the boundary between the two, though the transition is gradual. The up
per part extends to the first clast-supported conglomerate of the Kakra Forma
lion (Arif, 1985).

The sandstone beds of the lower Samwal Formation have a higher average
thickness (9.3 m) than those of the upper part (3.0 m). The lower sandstones arc
medium to coarse, they show cross-bedding and parallel lamination and tend
to be multislOried, with erosional scours at the base and internally, thinning
towards the east. The upper part of the Samwal Formation is very fine to fine
sand with sheet-type sandstone bodies that are frequently massive without
sedimentary structures or internal scour surfaces.

The fine-grained intervals of the lower part are dominated by silty clay or
clayey silt, whereas those of the upper part are usually somcwhat coarser
(clayey silt, silt and sandy silt). The tOlal amount of rhe fine grained sediment
is less in the lower part than in the upper part (34-550/D versus 72-790/D). Iliotur·
bat ion and pedogenic features, like mouling and rhe presence of calciumcar
bonate nodules, occur more often in the upper pan than in the lower part.

The Kakra f'ormation consists of an alternation of layers of conglomerates,
sandstones and mud; the boundary with the Samwal Formation is defined to
be at the base of the first clast supponed conglomerate bed (Arif, 1985). In the
nonhern Jhel Kas and Jhelawala Kas Sections lhe transition is abrupl (fig. 3).
Here lhe base of lhe Kaha Formation is erosive and the conglomerates arc
thick and massive. In the Jhel Kas Section lhe wtal thickness is 46,5 III and the
formal ion is unconformably overlain by conglomerates of the Mirpur Por
malion (Arif, 1985). In the southern Samwal Seclion the transition is more
gradual. since isolaled pebbles of up to 13 cm in diameter are already present
in the upper part of the Samwal Fonnalion. Here the thickness of the
Kakra Formalion is al least 200m. The conglomerates gradually disappear
upwards and mudstones become dominant. The southward dip decreases
gradually higher up in the sequence and the upper pan of the Kaha Formation
passes into the Jhclum River Plain towards the south. The conglomerates
of Ihe Mirpur Formation are not developed along the southern nank of the an
ticline.
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Figure 3. Stratigraphic positions of fossil1ocaliti~ and correlation of lh~ stratigraphic sections measured in lhe
Mansla-$amwal ....micline. based on twO benlonile layers, traced sandstonI' layers and the base of the Kakta Forma
lion. The section mtasured by 1,1$ in the Jlltl Kas (lhel Kas S«tion B) is correlated with the palC'Omagnelic Jhel Kas
Seclion (A) of Opdrke et al. (1979) and Johnson et al. (1982). For localion Stt fisurc 2.
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In all sections the conglomerates of the Kakra Formation contain quartzite,
chen and SOllle I11clalTIorphic and volcanic clasts. In addition, only in the
southern SamwaJ Section up to 50% of the clasts arc intrabasinal sandstone
fragments .

The thick multistory sandstone beds of Ihe lower $amwat Formation which
are dominalll in the western pan of Ihe Mangla-Samwal Allliclinc are thought
10 have been deposited by a braided trunk river system of which the course was
constrained by Ihe Jhclum Re-cmrant. This is confirmed by paleocurrent
measurements indicating a transport direction in Ihe multislOry sandstone beds
towards the south-southeast (fig. 4). The thinner muhistoricd sandstones were
presumably laid down by braided streams on inland fans, whieh originaled
from the Pir Panjal Range in the north-east. The upper pan of the Samwal For
mation was deposited by a system of smalJ-scale streams on inter-fans. The
transition between the lower and upper Samwal Formation marks a southward
shift of the sedimentary facies in the molasse-basin. This shift has been related
to a relative uplift of the Pir Panjal Range as a result of continuing compression
of the Himalayan Mountain Ranges (Burbank and Raynolds, 1984; Durbank
et aI., 1986).

A major uplift of the Pir Panjal Range, which resulted in the basinwards
spreading of coarse conglomerates (Burbank and Raynolds, 1984; Burbank et
aI., 1986) is documented in the study area by the deposits of the Kaha Forma
tion. The diHerence in development of the Kaha Formation between the nonh
ern and southern sections is the result of contemporaneous folding and subse
quent uplift of the Mangla-Samwal Anticline. In the nonhern flank part of the
sequence has been eroded due to Ihis uplift at the beginning of the deposition
of the Kakra Formation. The high amount of intrabasinal sandstone clasts in
the conglomerates of the Kaha Formation along the southern flank of the an
ticline reflects the erosion of the rising anticline. The folding and uplift of the

uti

IIU

Figure 4. l'attOCurrem direclions measured on large Kale trough cros~bedding in the sandSlone bed
of locality 8908 (.see fig. 2) in the lower parlOr the Samwal Formation. Heighl or the foresets ranees
rrom O.3~O.9 m. width ranges from l-S m.
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anticline started after 1.6 Ma B.P., as the paleomagnetic data of Johnson et al.
(1979) show the youngest preserved deposits below the Kakra Formation in the
Jhel Kas Section to have an age of 1.6 Ma B.P.

CURONOSTRATIGRAPHY

We correlated our Jhel Kas Section (fig. 3, Jhel Kas Section B) wilh the
magnetic polarity section of Opdyke et a!. (I979) and Johnson el al. (I982)
(fig. 3, Jhe! Kas Section A). We have correlated most of our sandstone beds
with those sampled by Opdyke et al. (1979) by following the same section line.
Differences between both sections may be due to measuring at different sides
of the river valley. The bentonite layers were traced in the field, which allowed
us to correlate the Jhel Kas Section wilh the other sections. The correlation was
extended by tracing some individual sandstone bodies in the ficld. These
lithostratigraphic correlations could be refined in the future by magnetostrati
graphy in the Samwal Section.

The fossil localities have been ploned in Fig. 3. The numbers from localities
within or close to the section lines are indicated without brackets. Locality num
bers between brackets have been correlated to the sections by tracing the layer
to the closest section line in the field or on the aerial photographs.

The rocks exposed in the Mangla-Samwal Anticline range in age from the
Upper Gilbert magnetic chron (±3.4 Ma B.P.) to approximately the Upper
Matuyama magnetic chron (± 1.1 Ma B.P.), the latter age inferred by eXlra
polating the deposition rate of the upper Samwal Formation to the preserved
sequence of the Kakra Formation. The Kakra Formation did not yield fossil re
mains. The fossil siles range from lhe Upper Gilbert magnetic chron (± 3.4 Ma
B.P.) to Ihe Lower Matuyama magnetic chron (± 1.8 Ma B.P.).

!'ALEONTOLOGY

The faunas discussed in this paper were collected during the field seasons of
1989 and 1990. Figure 5 provides a summary of the taxa which were found at
different localities. The localities arc arranged in stratigraphical order and arc
correlated to the magnetic time scale. The following taxa are stratigraphically
of interest;

Equidae-The oldest fossil equid material in the Mangla·Samwal Anticline is
from the localities 8925 b, 8922, 8908 and 8901. Not all the rnalerial could bc
identified as either Nipporio!/ or Equus. Equus specimens have been found at
thc localities 8928, 8915, 8909, 8460, 8906, 8910, 9008, 9010, and 9011. This
material is referred to Equus cf. sivalensis Falconer & Cautley based on size and
morphology (table I).

Thc fossil remains from locality 8460 show the presence of a smaller horse
(EqulIs sp. A) in addition to the larger species E. cf. sivoleflsis (table 2).

According to Barry et al. (I982, p. 109) the oldest occurrence of Eqlws in Ihe
Siwaliks is from locality 068 of their Hasnot Composite Reference Section.
This locality is placed in the Upper Gauss magnetic polarity chron, jusl below
the transition 10 Ihe Matuyama chron (±2.48 Ma B.P.). This is also the oldest
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Table I. Measllremems of p' and MJ of Equus sivolensis (after Colbert, 193~) and eqllids from the
Mangla-Sam"'al Anticline (in mm).

loc. nr.
cal. nr.

8910
17030 17040

8915
17067

E. s;I'QleIlS;S

(after Colbert. 1935)

p)rp' length

"idth
:\I l length

"'idth

• m~sured It the base

32.7
13.7

28.9
13.8

30.0
33.0

""

documcnted occurrence of EquJls in southern Asia (Barry ct aI., 1982). The
oldest record in our area is from loc. 8928. which lies 30 m above Ihe upper
benlonite-horizon (2.40±0.20 /I.'la B.P.; Johnson Ct al.. 1982).

Amhracotheriidae-A maxillary fragmcnt with M1 and parts of M2and M3 is
assigned to Merycopolamus dissimilis Falconer & Cautley by Steensma &
Hussain (this volume). It was found in a locality which lies between the two
bentonite layers (2.56±O.21 Ma B.P. and 2.40±0.20 Ma B.P.; Johnson et al..
1982). Barry et aL (1982) memion the last occurrence of anthracotheres in the
Potwar area in the Upper Gauss magnetic chron (site B 122; p. 112). Therefore,
the age of the Mirpur-specimen may be slightly younger.

Hippopotamidae·The hippopotamid material is referred to Nexaprolodoll
sivalensis Falconer & Cautley. H. sivalensis appeared in the Upper Siwaliks of
northern Pakistan more lhan 5 Ma R.I'. (Opdykeci aI., 1979). In the Mangla
Samwal Anticline Hexaprolodon is a common element in localities which lie
stratigraphically below the bentonite layers (older than 2.56±0.21 m.y. B.P.).
Above the bentonite layers NexaprofOdon was rarely found (8460 and 8930).
The scarcity of hippopotamid material in beds younger than about 2.40± 0.20 Ma
B.P. (age of the upper bentonite layer) may be facies related.

Ccrvidac-Thc oldest occurrence of cervids in the Mangla-Samwal Anticline
is at loco 8908, which lies stratigraphically below the lower bentonite layer
(2.56±0.21 Ma B.P.) and has an estimated age of 2.7 Ma B.P. The appearance
of cervids in this area is somewhat earlier than found so far for the Potwar
Plateau (Opdyke et aI., 1979).

Table 2. MeasurementS of metapodials of Equus d. sivolensis and E. sp. A from locality 8460
(in mm).

Equus cf. sivulensis
dislal width melatarsus 52.5
distal width melacarpU$ 62.3

Equus Sp. A
diSlal width of metapodial fra&mt'tlt 45.5
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Proboscidea-Proboscidean remains are common throughout the entire se
quence (Table 3). Slegodol/ occurs ncar the base of the sequence in the Upper
Gilben (lac. 90(5) and is found up to the youngest localities (8910, 9010, near
the base of the Olduvai).

Two species of Elephas can be recognized based on molar remains. E. plani
frons Falconer & Cautley and E. hyslldricus Falconer & Catltley. E. planijrons
is characterized by relatively low-crowned molars with a relatively low lamellar
frequency and thick enamel. The enamel consists of two layers of which the outer
one has a thickness of one third of the total thickness. Its oldest record is
estimated 3.35 Ma B.P. (loc. 8922) and its youngest occurrence 2.7 Ma B.P.
(lac. 8908-IV; fig. J and 5). The molars of E. hysudricus are higher crowned
than those of E. plal1l!rollS. They have a higher lamellar frequency and thin,
single layered enamel.

E. plani/rons and E. hysudricus occur together in the sandstone bed of locali
ties 8908-8908 VIII of ±2.7 Ma B.P. This bed yielded the oldest record in thc
Siwaliks of E. hysudricus. Its youngest record is from locality 9009 at around
2.0 Ma B.P.

PenUllophodon sp. molar remains have been recovered from one locality
only (9007) with an age of ±J.3 Ma B.P.

TAPHONOMY

The fossil localities in the Mangla-Samwal Anticline can tentatively be divid
ed into three different taphonomic groups:

Group A-Localities with a high concentration of fossil remains, of which some
may be still artieulaled. Long bones arc usually complete, but some are broken
and/or cracked. The long bones show a preferred orientation. Small and fragile
elements can be rare (8460) or common (8904). The bones only sporadically show
tooth marks. The sediments in which the fossils are embedded consist of very
fine sandstone, siltstone or claystone overlying medium to coarse sandstone beds.
The fossil-bearing layers are overlain by an finegrained interval with abundant
pedogenic calciumcarbonalC nodules. Fossils are often partly dissolved.

Group A localities were only encoulllered in the upper part of the Samwal
Formation. The fossils are deposited in abandoned channels or behind the
levees on the noodplain. They were not transported over long distances and ac
cumulated at the locality in a fairly complete and fresh state and were rapidly
covered with sediment. This type of locality gives a good indication of a fossil
fauna at one particular moment.

Group B-The localilies assigned to group Bare scallered occurrences of
isolated bones in specific sandstone beds. Some of the bones arc well preserved
(like a complete Nemibos skull from locality 8908), while others have suffered
from transport. The fossils may occur at the base of the sandstones in a matrix
of coarse sand, occasionaly in association with mud balls, reworked caliche
nodules or pebbles (e.g. 8926). They may also be present in the middle part of
the sandstone layers, in crossbedded sandstone facies (e.g. loco 8801,8908,8922
and 8924). The trough and planar crossbedding in lhese sandstones show well
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HGSP NO. Locality Eatilll. 'rllxon El....ent Plate Length Width Heigth Hypsod. L.a."ell"r En_l.,. -"" Inde. Frtquency nudo>.

17916 9005 (IS) ,., SteQ9don .p. M, - , - 320t HI (1'.5) " (1'.7) " '-' 6.5-1.6

11357 89H CIS) 3.35 Sttg9don 'P. M tra'JIII. - • • .. ". '" •. I 6.3-7.1

11126 8908-V (SUI ,., Steg9don 'P. M tra'JIII. - ,
" ". " " (1'.1) 6.4~.8

16855 8908 CSO) ,., Steg9don • p. M tra'JIII. - • • '" CP.11) ,.. 3.8-5.1

17851 8904 CIS) , .0 Sttg040n .p. "'" , 21.1 24.8 I.,

11514 8904 CIS) '.0 St.ggdgn • p. OM' ,. .. " (P.S) 20.9 CP.S) .. '-' 1.4-1.1

17853 8904 CIS) '.0 St·g04gn .p. OM' • , • no " (1'.4) 30.0 CP.4) " ,., 1.5-2.4

11001 8910 CSO) 1.95 St'g04on 'P. OM fra'JIII. • - .. (1'.4) 19.0 CP.4) 10.2 U

11839 9010 CSO) L9 Steggdgn 'P. M' fraq1l. - • ... (P.III) " CPo I II) ". 4.6-S.S

11266 8922 CSU) 3.35 L. phnifrgns M' traq1l. - , • '" (p.V) '-' 4.1-4.7

16294 8902-8 (SUI '-' L. plAQifrgnl M' fraga. - , • " (I'. III) H CPo III) "
,.. 3.3-4.3

11119 n08-Iv '" ,., L pl.nUroos M, fraga. - , • " CPo III) ,,, Cp·lII) >100 ,., 4.5-S.2

16858 8908 115) ,., L. by.udrlcu. M' fraga. - , • " (p.IVI " CPo IV) '" ••• 2.1-3.8

11255 8926 (IS) ,., L. hy,udricu. M' fraq1l. - , • .. Cp·VII 'I' CPo VI) ". U 2.6-3.6

11256 8926 CIS) ,., L. hyaydr!cu, M' frilq1l. - , • " Cp.VII) '" CPo VIti '" .., 2.5-3.3

11254 8926 CIS) ,., L by.udriSU' M' traq1l. , - " Cp.8) '" Cp.91 '" U 2.3-3.S

11258 8926 CIS) ,., o. bvaudrieu. M' traga. - , - .,.
Cp.7) '" (1'.71 143t ••• 2 ........ 2

11259 8926 CIS) ... o. bvsudrieu' Platt lraqa. " CP.1) ." 11'.1) '"
,.,

11260 8926 CSO) ,., o. hyaudricUi ""'",1 f'-'q1I. - ,
" (P.7) 2.1-3.7

11318 8928 CSU) 2.35 o. bysudricy, Pllott rraq1l 3.4-4.0

11095 8918 (SU) 2.2S o. bvaudrisu. M traga. - , - " (1'.1) '" (1'.1) '" 6.0t 2.5-3.1

16913 8909 (IS) ,., o. bYludrisu' M fraga. - , - " (P.l) ".. (1'.1) 141 .. 1.1e 2.4-3.3

15011 8461 CSU) ,., o. bU\ldriSU' M" •• '" " (P.tV) •. 0 3.0-4.3

15939 8460 (SU) ,., o. buvdriell' M tra'JIII. - , - 1.8e 1.9--2.1

Table 3. Approximal age, si:u measurnnenlS (in mm) and morphological fealurts of proboscidean molar remains from localitits in the Mangla·Samwal Anlidine.
For definition oflhe measurements see Maglio (1973). Column 2: IS '"' in situ. SU ., surface find. Column 3: estimalC'd age in Ma B.P. Column 6: number of lamellae
or plaits thai are pr~\"C'd; - _ incomplete at the anlerior or posterior side; x '" presence of an incompletely de"eloped plale at the amerior or posterior end. Columns
8 and 9: betwC1:n brackets is indicatC'd lhe ~rial POSiliOIl or the plate on ",hich lbe measurement was talo.el1, coullled from lhe anlerior side (arabic numbers) or from
the posterior side (roman numbers). Measurements follo",ed by an "e" arc estimated .
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preserved foresets of up to 1.5 m in height. The sandstones contain remains of
tree trunks and wood also.

Type B localities represent high energy conditions in deep channels. Fossils
that occur at the base of sandstones or erosional scours are part of channcl~lags.
Bones of mammals that perished close to the river were uansported over some
distance before they were covered by a thick sand cover. Other fossils that show
signs of rounding were probably reworked one or more times, before they were
buried definitely. The latter are less suitable for biosuatigraphic purposes and
are not included in figure 5.

Group C-The localities of this group show low fossil conccntrations or
isolated fossils, which are associated with relatively thin sandstone beds (1-3 m
thick). These layers can be Haced over distances of about I km (8911,9007 II
and 111,9006). This group includes localities with proboscidean remains of a
single individual (8457) and localities with crocodile, turtlc and bovid material.
Group C fossil localities are associated to crevasse deposits, similar to those
reported by Jenkinson et aI. (1989). Reworked fossils from older deposits arc
not likely to occur in this setting.

BIOSTRATIGRAPHY AND PALEOZOOGEOGRAPHY

Barry et al. (1982) distinguished two biozones in the Middle and Upper
Siwalik rock sequence of the Potwar Plateau. The faunas of the Mangla
Samwal Anticline (Figs. 5 and 6) fit within their E. planijrons Interval-Zone,
which is defined by the first appearance of E. planijrons (lower boundary) and
the last occurrence of Hipparion s.1. (upper boundary).

New data from the Samwal Formation enable us to determine the age of the
lower boundary of this zone at 3.3 Ma B.P. The age of this boundary was
assumed by Barry et al. (1982) lO be at 2.9 Ma B.P. who estimated his normally
magnetized Tatrot Beds to represent the upper normal interval of the Gauss
chron (2.5-2.9 Ma B.P.). However, we found £. planijrons in a locality which
can be directly correlated with the lower normal interval of the Gauss chron
(loc.8922, Fig. 3).

At locality 8908 of the Mangla-Samwal Antieline we find the first occurrence
of E. hysudricus and of cervids. The immigration of E. hysudricus and of the
cervids may serve to establish a new zone, the E. hysudricus Range-Zone. We
propose the replacement of the E. planifrons Interval-Zone of Barry et al.
(1982) by the E. planifrons Range-Zone (3.3-2.7 Ma B.P.) and thc E. hysu
dricu$ Range-Zone (2.7-? Ma B.P.; Fig. 6).

The composition of the fossil assemblages from the Samwal Formalion
shows a predominance of species which inhabit open landscape areas (hyaena,
Elephas, Equus, Rhinoceros, giraffids, antilopes and bovines). Forest dwellers
like suids and cervids are relatively rare. Hexaprorodon, which occurs frcquent
Iy in the lower Samwal Formation, and the very rare Merycoporamus require
the availability of permanent water bodies. These observations point to a
savannah-like landscape with more densely overgrown banks along the rivers,
in a semi-arid climate.
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Figure 6. Correlation of the paleomagnetic lime scale with Interval·Zones of the Potwar Plateau
(Barry Cl aI., 1982), some stratigraphic ranges of importalll spcdcs from Ihe Samwal Formmion
in the ,"Iangta-Samwal Anlidinl" and the proposed replacemellt of till.'" E. p/lJllijrons Interval-Zone
of Barry 1."1 al. (1982) by the new E. plam/rOllS RlInge-ZOllc lind the E. ilysui/riCIlS Range-Zone.

CONCLUSIONS

The Samwal and Kakra Formations of the Mangla-Samwal Anticline range
in age from ± 3.4 10 ± 1.1 Ma B. P. The Samwal Formalion is divided into tWO
parts; the lower, sand dominated pan was deposited by large scale braided
trunk rivers which flowed under struclural constraint, interfingering [0 [he cast
with large scale braided streams on alluvial fans. The upper, mud dominated
pan was deposited by small scale Streams in an interfan system. The change
from large scale streams of the lower Samwal Formation to small scale streams
of the upper Samwal Formation was probably responsible for the scarcity of
HexaprolOdo/l in the upper part of lhe formation.

Vertebrate remains occur in the Samwal Formation only. The youngest
locality is about 1.8 Ma old. Elephas pfanijro/ls and Elephas hysudricus can be
distinguished on Ihe basis of molar remains. The oldest record of E. pfanijrolls
is ±3.3 Ma B.P. in the Mangla-Samwal Anticline, and the youngest is 2.7 Ma
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Figure 6. Correlation of 111l," palcomagnctk lime' scale with 11llerval·Zoncs of Ihe Potwar Plateau
(Barry Cl al.. 1982), some siraligrnphic ranges of imporlam species from [he Samwal l'orm;lliOIl
ill lhe i\'langJa-Sarnwal Aruicline and the proposed replacement of Ihe £. planifrons Interval·Zone
of Barry ct 31. (1982) by the new E. p/(mijrons Range·Zone alld the E. lrysudriClis Range-Zone.

CONCLUSIONS

The Samwal and Kakra Formations of the Mangla-Samwal Anticline range
in age from ±3.4 to ± l.l Ma B.P. Thc Samwal Formation is divided into two
parts; the lower, sand dominated part was deposited by large scale braided
trunk rivers which f10wcd undcr structural constraint, inlcrfingering to the east
with large scale braided streams on alluvial fans. The upper, mud dominated
part was deposited by small scale streams in an imerfan system. The change
from large scale strcams of the lower Samwal Formation to small scale streams
of the upper Samwal Formation was probably responsible for the scarcity of
J-IexaprolOdoll in the upper part of the formation.

Vertebrate remains occur in the Samwal Formation only. The youngest
locality is about 1.8 Ma old. Elephas plallifrons and Elephas hyslldriclls can be
distinguished on the basis of molar remains. The oldest record of £. planijrons
is ±3.3 Ma B.P. in the Mangla-Samwal Anticline, and the youngest is 2.7 Ma
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B.P. Cervids and E. hysudricus first appear at the same level as Ihe laSI oeeur~

renee of E. planijrons. The las! recording of E. hysudriclIs is ±2.0 Ma B.P.,
bUI this taxon mighl have continued for a longer period. We therefore propose
that E. plonijrolls Intcrval-Zone of Barry el al. (1982) be replaced by E.
planifl'o!/s Range-Zonc (3.3-2.7 Ma B.P.) and E. lIysudl'icus Range-Zonc
(2.7-? Ma B.P.).
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